Registration Form
http://www.trixbruce.com/trix-bruce-webinar-sessions-available/

June 10, 2021 Thursday @ 5 pm – 7 pm (Pacific Time)
Zoom Online Meeting ~ Presented by Trix Bruce (Deaf)

Voice Interpreting: Swearing and Puns
In interpreting work, choosing appropriate terminology is key. To assure that professional standards are
maintained during meetings, conversations, and appointments, interpreters should match the speaker or
signer’s register and tone, and be alert to the cultural nuances within both Deaf and hearing communities. We
will learn "FA-UP", appropriate/inappropriate words, and funny signs!
Educational Objectives:
 Develop a list of appropriate words and phrases that will fit various situations
 List words that are appropriate and inappropriate for various situations.
 Demonstrate examples of the variety of ASL dialects and language registers
RID CEUs: Trix Bruce is an Approved RID CMP Sponsor for Continuing Education Activities. This Professional Studies
program is offered for all workshops 0.2 for this webinar at the Little/No to Some Content Knowledge Level.
TARGET AUDIENCE: Target audience: Working, certified, and pre-certified interpreters anywhere in the US.
NOTES: E-Handouts will be provided. The workshop will be presented in ASL. No voice interpretation will be provided. For
details on refunds, cancellations, and special accommodations policies, please send an email to info@trixbruce.com . Trix
Bruce promotes a learning environment free from discrimination and bias, and encourages mutual respect for all
participants.
My workshops benefit participants at all levels. Countless advanced interpreters have let me know that they enjoyed
learning updated/new signs that they haven’t seen before, such as regional accents. They also loved it when I explained
how to sign messages into ASL, rather than just signing in English word by word. Interpreters appreciate that my
workshops are excellent for review as well as for discovering new things that apply within the professional work
environment. Students also mentioned that my workshops helped them to understand how to approach their own
projects, research, and practice more effectively.
RSVP! Registration Fee: $35
http://www.trixbruce.com/trix-bruce-webinar-sessions-available/
Working over 20 years with on-site presentations, moving to online webinars has been a challenge. However, as a Deaf entrepreneur, my passion
to encourage ASL interpreters to expand their knowledge and skills continues!
Enjoy ~ Gaining ASL skills! ~ Live cam/chat questions! ~ Earning RID CEUs from home!

Trix – Busy as a bee!
ZZZ… Registration Form

